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B.TECH

Regular Theory Examination (Odd Sem-III) 2016-17
a

COMPUTER BASED I{UME,RICAL AI{t)
STATI S TI CAL TE CHI{IQUE S

Time : 3 Hoars Max. Marlrs : 100

Note: Attempt all Sections. If require any missing data;
then choose suitably.

Section - A

l. Atlempt all questions in brief. (10 x2-20)

a) Discuss the significant digits with suitable example.

b) The effor in the measurement ofthe areaof a circle
is not altrowed to exceed 0. I oh. How accurately
should the diameter be measured?

c) Define testing of Statistical hypothesis.
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d) Express I + x - x'+ x' as sum of chebyshev

polynomial.

What is the condition of natural spline.

Write the norrnal equation for a )) * a + bx + cx,

Write a short note on floating point arithmetic.

e)

0

s)

h) proverhar p6:;(a*v) : +.t
i) Determine the condition number of the matrix

lz -r tlttll o ll .

| | usmg the maximum absolute row sum
L3 -l 4) -

norTn.

j) Differenti ate between ill conditioned and well
conditioned methods

Section - B

2. Attempt three questions from this section
(3 x 10:30)

a) Use synthetic division and perfonn two interations
for the Birge-Vieta method to find the smallest
positive root of the equation
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x4 -3x3+3x2 - 3x+Z-0. LJse the initial
:

approximation n - 0"5.

b) Write dorvn the computer algorithrns of least square
curve fitting.

c) Derive the formula fbr elror, analysis oftrape zoidal

rule. If I * ! '-.' 
d* ,then estirnate I using the

Trap e,zoidal rule with the 10 subintervals. Find an
effor bound also.

d) Use Gauss-Elimination method to solve the
following system of equations:

2x+y*z-10
3x+2y +32- l8
x+ 4y +92 =16

e) tjse secant method to determine the root of the
equation cos x - xe* - s . choose suitable initial
approximation.
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Section - C

Attempt any one part of the follorving: (1* l0:10)

Find the condition for convergence of fixed point

interation method. Find by fixed point iteration

method, the real root of the equ atron

sin x-10(x-1).

DefineAitken's L2 method. Find a real root ofthe

equation 2x log,rX-7, cotrect to three decimal

places using Aitken's L, method and iteration

method. Also show how the rate of convergence'of

Aitkeh's L' method is rapid than iteration method.

Attempt any one part of the following: (1* 10:10)

a) Write the algorithm for Lagrange's interpolation

formula. Determine the step size that can be used

inthetabulationoff('):sinxintheinterval

t},nI+) at equally spaced nodal points so that the

truncation effor ofthe quadr atrcinterpolation is less

than 5 x l0-8

a)

b)

4.
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b) Obtain an approximation in the sense of the
principle of least squares in the form ofa polynomial
of the degree 2 to the function I I (L + x2 ) in the
range -l S r < l.

Attempt any one part of the following: (l * 10:10)

a) Calculate /-' (0.398) as accurately as possible using
the table below and with the aid ofthe approximation
S(h). Give the effor estim ate(the values in the table
are correctly rounded.)

x 0.398 0.39s 0.400 0.401 0.402

(x): 0.4085 gl 0.40967 | 0.4107 52 0.41 1g34 0.412915

b) Find a quadrature formula

exact for polynomials of highest possible degree.
l,

Then use the formula on l;ft and compare

with the exact value.
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6. Attempt any one part of the following: (1x10:10)

a) ApplyRunge-Kuttamethodtofindanapproximate

t22

value ofy for x : 0.2 andx = 0.4 if + = 
y r'.,dx y'+x-

with y(0): I

b) Solve by successive over relaxation method, the
equations.

l0x-2y-22=6
-x+ lTy -22 -7
x-y+l0z=8

Attempt any one part of the following; (1*10:10)

a) Evaluate

I =l #, using the Lobano Spoint and

Radau 3-point formula. Comp are with the exact
solution.

b) i) A random sample of 900 members has a mean
3 "4 cms. can it be reasonably regarded as a

:ffi*;1: x \3ffixo'"ration 
or me an 3 2

pl
l.
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ii) Findauniform.polypomialapproximationof : 
i

degree four or less to e* on ['t, t] using :

Lanczos econo mization with a tole,rance of
€ - 0.A2
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